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Quite simply, you have just found the best book series to learn about Long Range Shooting and
HuntingThis book series is aimed at anyone who wants to get into Long Range Shooting and
become a better shooter, period.If you are just thinking about getting into the sport, we will
explain it all to you and help you achieve the amazing feeling of hitting targets out so far they are
hard to see with your eyes alone. For those that have already achieved some success, we will
help you dig into the details that will help you be more consistent, and to understand areas that
might affect your ability to make long range hits every time, no matter the conditions.In the
Second Volume of the Ultimate Guide to Long Range Precision Shooting And Hunting we will
explore the more advanced topics of Equipment usage and setup, Shooting technique, Ballistics
and Reading the Wind. These are the core more technical skills and knowledge required to be a
competent long range shooter.You will learn the “fundamentals” of marksmanship, shooting
positions, using a spotter, ballistics (including effects like coriolis, spin drift, drag, angles and
transonic effects) the environment (density altitude and more), reading the wind and
understanding effects like mirage.Each element is explained in detail, helping you make the right
informed decisions.CONTENTS:Equipment usage and setup - rifleEquipment usage and setup -
scopesEquipment usage and setup - supportShooting techniqueGetting set up to
shootBallisticsReading the windTAKE AWAY THESE KEY LEARNINGS:How to be a safe and
confident long range shooter.How to choose the right rifle for your personal "mission".Good
glass does make a difference - across scopes, range finders and binocular.The math part is
really not that big of a deal, especially if you have the right tools.Wind is the big equalizer.WE
WILL ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS IN DEPTH:What is long range shooting and how do I
"ring" steel at 1000 yards?How to choose the right caliber, rifle and associated gear I need to get
started?Advice on buying a scope and precision rifle, including detailed discussion on the
options and accessories.How to set up and use the equipment needed for long
range.Explanation of ballistics and the associated techniques required to get on
target.Explanation and use of MOA and MILs/MRAD systems.A detailed explanation of the
fundamentals of precision shooting.How to read the wind and use tools to make adjustments
requirements for long range.How to clean and maintain your rifle.Much much more, with over
300 pages of easy to absorb illustrations, images and expert guidance.Even when you attend a
practical course or go to the range, it will save you time and allow you to focus on success.This
book series will make you a better shooter, period. It is an investment in the most powerful
weapon, in being able to achieve success in long range shooting, that's you!More details: https://
www.longrangeshootingbooks.com/
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Wind across different terrain7. Making wind callsDial or hold for windagePutting it all together -
examples10 fundamentals of wind callsJoin Our Long Range CommunityNext steps…Get the
next in the Series?More long range shooting books, videos and courses…About the
AuthorLegal Notice & DisclaimerWarning noticeJoin Our Long Range CommunityJOIN OVER
100,000 FELLOW LONG RANGE SHOOTERS ON OUR FACEBOOK GROUP :Signup to our
free newsletter here and get Book Three of this Series FREE!Thanks for reading our book, we
worked hard for a few years to bring you what we hope is a punchy, but comprehensive resource
you can rely on for years as you enjoy your sport.We have setup a newsletter you can join to get
access to a ton of extra content we couldn’t add to the books as there’s a limit to the available
space.Get “early access” and unique reader-only sneak peaks into new products and even free
access to beta versions! In addition, we like to offer freebies, specials, guest posts,
manufacturer deals and other benefits to our readers this way…so don’t miss out visit the site to
sign up today!visit this page on our site:INTERACTIVE ONLINE TRAININGEVEN BETTER…We
have produced a fully interactive online training course!Packed with extra content, dozens of
tutorial videos, downloadable lists, quizzes, additional topics, extended tutorials and special
discount offers on practical training. It makes for better interactive learning as well as constant
new content and community options. Go here for more details.Introduction to this bookWelcome
to the TeachMe Interactive Book Series on Long Range Precision Rifle Shooting and
Hunting.This is a comprehensive book and companion multimedia online course focused on
helping you become a proficient long range hunter or target shooter. Unlike other books we have
included over 500 images and illustrations to make learning faster and more enjoyable.This is
the second volume in the The Ultimate Guide to Long Range Precision Shooting And Hunting
Series.(Go here if you want to read book one first: )In this book we will explore the more
advanced topics of Equipment usage and setup, Shooting technique, Ballistics and Reading the
Wind.These are the core more technical skills and knowledge required to be a competent long
range shooter.Who is the course for?This book is aimed at anyone who wants to get into Long
Range Shooting. It will cover all the basics needed to understand the sport in detail, but it does
assume you have at least a basic understanding of what a rifle is and how it is used. The course
will be valuable for any level of shooting experience, even those that have been shooting for
years.If you are just thinking about getting into the sport, we will explain it all to you and help you
achieve the amazing feeling of hitting targets out so far they are hard to see with your eyes alone.
For those that have already achieved some success, we will help you dig into the details that will
help you be more consistent, and to understand areas that might affect your ability to make long
range hits every time, no matter the conditions.Novice or experienced, the knowledge in this
course will help you increase your ability to consistently achieve long range success.Long range
precision rifle shooting is a big topic that we cover in detail so we have broken the course into
two volumes - the first is an introduction to the sport and covers all the basics, terminology, gear
and impartial buying advice required to get started. The second covers the more technical
aspects of technique, ballistics and reading the wind. Get them together, or separately as suits



your goals.We will answer these questions in depth:What is long range shooting and how do I
"ring" steel at 1000 yards?How to choose the right caliber, rifle and associated gear I need to get
started?Advice on buying a scope and precision rifle, including detailed discussion on the
options and accessories.How to set up and use the equipment needed for long
range.Explanation of ballistics and the associated techniques required to get on
target.Explanation and use of MOA and MILs/MRAD systems.A detailed explanation of the
fundamentals of precision shooting.How to read the wind and use tools to make adjustments
requirements for long range.Much much more, with over 300 pages of easy to absorb
skills.Volume 2 contents:Equipment usage and setup - rifleEquipment usage and setup -
scopesEquipment usage and setup - supportShooting techniqueGetting set up to
shootBallisticsReading the windTake away these key learnings:How to be a safe and confident
long range shooter.How to choose the right rifle for your personal "mission".Good glass does
make a difference - across scopes, range finders and binocular.The math part is really not that
big of a deal, especially if you have the right tools.Wind is the big equalizer.Learn in 5 minute
chunks - when & where you want!We have also broken down every area into "bite sized" chunks
and made them easy to absorb quickly and in small time increments - now you can learn any
time and anywhere where you have a few minutes to pick up more about long range shooting.
This is good for breaks, lunchtimes, when you are commuting or just have some downtime
available - now you can learn during that previously boring time.Finally, we have included quick
takeaways from every topic.In the online interactive version, we include a recap in the form of a
fun quiz to check how you are picking up the knowledge as you go along. This helps you gauge
where you are in a complex learning process, and, also allows you to go back until you are
happy that you have a section fully understood. There are also lots of videos and other content
to help you learn faster and with more fun.Our approach is to coach, not be a "Sergeant Major"!
With all of our training materials, the information provided is designed to help people get more
out of their sport, and also explain how to become more consistent, accurate and proficient. It is
not a dogmatic set of rules, more a friendly set of suggestions or information to allow you to base
your own learning style on. In our view, learning should be fun and flexible in order to meet your
own needs.Advisory noticeThis course is not meant to be a replacement for practical training.
Our goal is to prepare you for any practical course you wish to attend where you will learn by
shooting and how to manage the complex factors affecting long range accuracy. This course will
help you focus on the core practical aspects, having understood the theory in detail before you
attend.Part OneEquipment usage and setup - rifleIntroductionOnce you have chosen your rifle
system, you will want to get it setup how it's comfortable for you to shoot.Hopefully, you have
chosen a system that offers you a good fit by checking at the gun store before purchase, or you
chose a flexible system that offers custom length of pull and cheek weld via an adjustable
stock.Getting a good fit is essential for long range precision as it helps avoid fatigue - if you have
to contort your body to fit the rifle it will throw off your shots and it will make it very hard to be
consistent with every shot, which is the key to precision.It's best to get your supplier to help with



your rifle fit, or a knowledgeable friend, much like it is when you get a new car that you are
unfamiliar with - you need to know how to adjust your seats and mirrors so it works for you before
you go out driving. It's a similar analogy for the rifle system, get it setup so it works for you before
you go to the range to test your zero.Ensuring the proper fit of a firearm to the shooter is more
than just properly placing your head and eye behind the scope, it's about establishing consistent
attachment to the rifle every time the shooter brings it to his shoulder.Takeaway:Remember that
you need to be relaxed when shooting, and a tailored weapon system that's comfortable to
shoot is an important part of that equation.OneFitting the rifleTo fit the rifle to you, get started in
relaxed position where you can dry fire and take your time making adjustments. It can help to
have a knowledgeable friend to help with this process so you can get in position, and the friend
can move parts around with you, it will save some time and give you a head start.To get started
try setting up in this order:Get behind the rifle in your usual shooting position (prone, bench. etc.)
to get a feel for it, setup the bipod or any other support systems as well as if you were at the
range.Adjust the Length of Pull (LOP) and get in position and check that it's comfortableLook
through the scope and test that your eye relief is right (if you have a partner, have them move the
scope for you until it's in a good position).Adjust the cheek weld of the rifle to line the eye up
behind the scope, it should be centered.Adjust the scope eyepiece to match your eye (so the
reticle is sharp in view).Close your eyes and open them, testing the position of the scope.Try dry
firing a few times and then adjust until it feels natural and repeatable.Try a few of your usual
shooting positions, and ensure the LOP and sight picture works in all positions.Same goes for
the clothing or equipment you might wear, different conditions may mean differing clothing bulk,
and therefore a change in LOP, etc.This is the basic setup before tightening everything down
and getting the zero set.Length of pullTo measure your LOP, set the butt stock (of your made-
safe rifle) into the crook of your forearm at a 90 degree angle to your bicep, and measure from
the crook to the shooters finger inside the trigger guard (ready to fire), to determine your LOP in
inches. Then, it is best to take a half inch off this measurement. This gives you some flexibility
between shooting positions and the clothing you may be wearing.Now, try this out with some dry
firing and adjust as necessary to get comfortable. If you have an adjustable stock this is simple,
but if you don't, then you can use different butt pads or even duct tape if you have to. Just get it
right for you.Eye reliefOnce the LOP is right, we will test your eye relief. For a variable power
scope, it's usually between 2.5-4 inches between your dominant eye and the scope.Start by
getting your scope set up on the rings, but have them very loose so you can move the scope
back and forth. The initial placement should be around 3" from your eye.It helps to have a
partner here, as you can stay on position and they can move the scope in the rings until you get
a good sight image. You are looking for the spot in the scope where you get the best field of view
- this means seeing a "real sharp shadow" evenly all the way around the scope ocular lens.Once
you have this right, you can tighten up the scope mounts to fix the position. Again, this is better
done by a partner as this will keep the scope in the right spot, and can be done while you are still
in the rifle.Too much eye reliefWhen your eye is too close to the eyepiece lens, or not centered,



vignetting in the shape of a crescent shadow will appear, and shift around the circumference of
the scope. In the case of too much eye relief, your pupil's edge is the source of the obstruction.It
is very easy to have too much eye relief and you will likely need to “fix” this each time you get
down behind the scope even for a second or two.Not enough eye reliefWhen your eye is too far
away from the eyepiece lens, diffuse and uniform vignetting will appear around the entire
circumference of the scope. The further you pull your scope away from your face, the worse this
effect becomes and the more constricted your field of view.Correct eye reliefWhen your eye is
the correct distance from eyepiece lens, the scope rim will appear sharp and you can see the
entire field of view without any vignetting, shadowing, or obstruction.Cheek weldAt the same
time we are setting eye relief, we will fit your head position. Your cheek, and your cheek alone,
mates against the stock and creates "cheek weld".It's important you get a consistent cheek weld
from shot to shot. Proper cheek weld is critical for accuracy, and as we have said many times
before, you must have repeatability for success. If you are constantly changing where your head,
and your eyes sit, in relation to your scope – because you are lifting your head up and down, or
back and forth – then the sight picture, and therefore, where you are aiming, is constantly
shifting.An adjustable cheek piece will assist the shooter in setting up the rifle, but many hunting
type stocks may require manual adaption, via a cheek bag or even duct tape and padding.When
setting eye relief, if you have shadowing at the top or bottom of the sight picture move the cheek
piece up or down. You are looking for a centered image down the scope, with the correct eye
relief and a firm but comfortable attachment to the cheek piece that is easy to repeat.These are
the basics to getting a comfortable fit behind your rifle system.Takeaway:It is critical that your
rifle fit you "personally", and that you get used to getting into a good, relaxed, position with it
whenever you are using it, in order to maximize your precision shooting. A poor fit will create all
sorts of issues from head cant, muscle fatigue and eye relief to name a few. Take the time to
setup right.TwoManipulating a rifleIntroductionThis course is about long range shooting, not the
very basics of rifle handling, but it is useful to cover the basics of rifle manipulation in an effort to
get consistency and repeatability.We encourage shooters at long range to practice the basics as
much as possible, to help gain confidence in all parts of the system - and be able to use your
system with your "eyes shut" because you are so familiar will also help with your success.If it's
about your lifetime hunt, it will help with getting the trophy you want or to win that
match.Mounting the rifleJust like getting a good cheek weld, we need to get a good "shoulder
weld" with the rifle, when in the shooting position. This must be repeatable and comfortable.
Indeed, the two go together - if you don't get the rifle into the shoulder pocket in the right
position, the cheek weld and sight picture won't work.Mounting the rifle may happen a few ways
depending on your position. If you are holding the weapon and standing, kneeling, or sitting, for
example. Or, you might be bringing the gun to you vs. prone or bench, where you are moving to
the rifle (that's sitting on the surface already).When mounting a rifle from your hands, remember
to always bring the rifle to your eyes, with you looking at the target. This is the fastest way to
acquire the target, or avoid losing it. If laying the rifle on the ground/bench or its bipod, then point



the rifle at the target, then put it down, and then get down on the gun, bringing it back into your
eye.In all these cases, you need to get your body as "square" as you can behind the rifle to
enable a straight line of free recoil between you and the target on firing.The rifle needs to fit into
the shoulder pocket the same way, in each position, every time.To find your shoulder pocket,
bring the right arm up (right-hand shooters) so it's angled ninety degrees to the body, bending
the elbow so the hand is positioned where it would be if holding the grip of the gun. Take your
support hand, holding the fingers straight, and find the high point on the front of the collarbone.
Now slide the hand outboard, towards the shoulder, following the radius of the collarbone. Your
hand will dip down, or inward, and keep sliding until you hit the deltoid muscle of the shoulder.
This low spot is your pocket, and where the heel of the stock should be positioned.The butt of
your rifle should rest in this fleshy, muscled area and not touch any hard, bony parts of your
body. The top of the stock should sit just below your collarbone, and the side of the stock should
sit just to the inside of your shoulder bones. The stock should not touch the collarbone, this is
holding the gun too high.If you have this right, it will feel natural fit where your cheek meets the
stock, and your eye comes into the right field of view, right away, no matter which position.
Practice is key to making this smooth and repeatable.Takeaway:It's not that obvious, but getting
a good setup in your shoulder can have an effect on controlling recoil, and as a result, on your
accuracy. It is important in making every shot repeatable and comfortable.LoadingWhen loading
your rifle, it important to use the right ammunition. Using ammunition that is not properly sized for
your rifle will result in damage to your shooting system and injury. If you are using reloaded or
hand loaded ammunition, make sure it was loaded according to the specifications given by the
manufacturer and that you follow the proper safety practices of reloading.You should be familiar
with how to load your rifle system, be it a floor plate or magazine design.The trick is being able to
get easy access to more rounds as required, and to be able to load quickly and smoothly,
preferably without moving your head from the shooting position.So this is in part about
organization in advance, such as where are the rounds or mags located? Are they in easy reach
before you start shooting, and can you access them to reload quickly?Extra rounds can be
mounted on a cheek bag, or attached to the side of the stock, or your mags could be in a
support bag.Some rifle systems are easier to load than others, and are more reliable, so it's
good to ensure your rifle is running smoothly and quickly should you need a 2-shot string/follow
up shot on a target.Can you load without moving the rifle system, as some larger mags force you
to raise the rifle - have you practiced this or found ways to avoid losing sight picture?Loading
your rifle (Internal magazine)Different manufacturers have different ways to load, based on the
delivery of the cartridge into the receiver. Here is an example of one system with a "bottom
metal" floor plate:Point the firearm in a safe direction.Put the safety mechanism in the safe ('S')
position if you can now, or, once you have chambered a round, if that's the way your rifle
operates.Raise the bolt handle.Pull the bolt handle all the way back.Push desired number of
cartridges (of the correct caliber), one at a time, into the magazine. The magazine will usually
hold three cartridges for magnum and four for other calibers. Keep the bullets aligned toward the



chamber.Tip - If you want to close the rifle now without loading it, use your fingers to push the
cartridges in the magazine all the way down, so that you can close the bolt over the top of them
without loading a round. Slowly slide the bolt assembly forward, so that the bolt slides over the
top of the cartridges and locks.To load a cartridge in the chamber, close the bolt. (Or from 5b/
Tip, you will open the bolt and slide to the rear, and then close the bolt).Push the bolt handle
down to lock the cartridge into the chamber.Check to make sure the safety is engaged until
ready to fire.Release the safety when ready to fire and press the trigger.Unloading (with a floor
plate)Point the firearm in a safe direction.With the bolt closed, put the safety mechanism in the
'S' position.Hold the weapon securely, do not place finger inside trigger guard. Raise the bolt
handle.Put one hand over the top of the ejection port.Slowly pull the bolt handle rearward with
your other hand, to remove any cartridge from the chamber.Hold cartridge and remove it from
the firearm.Put your hand under the floor plate.Push the floor plate release button to release the
floor plate. The magazine spring and follower will be released from the magazine.Remove
released cartridges.Push in the magazine follower and then close the floor plate.Inspect the
chamber to ensure it is empty.• Visual Check - Look through the ejection port.• Physical Check -
Use a finger to check the chamber and bolt face.With the bolt left 'open', the rifle is safe to
handle. Where possible, the bolt should be left open to identify to others that it is safe. However,
should the bolt be required in the 'closed' position then close the bolt, and if the rifle was cocked,
fire the empty rifle in a safe direction (with no rounds in the chamber and the magazine empty or
removed).Unloading (with a magazine)Point the firearm in a safe direction.With the bolt closed,
put the safety mechanism in the 'S' position.Hold the weapon securely, do not place finger inside
trigger guard. Depress the magazine release lever to release magazine box and remove it.Raise
the bolt handle.Put one hand over the top of the ejection port.Slowly pull the bolt handle
rearward with your other hand to remove any cartridge from the chamber.Inspect the chamber to
ensure it is empty.• Visual Check - Look through the ejection port.• Physical Check - Use a finger
to check the chamber and bolt face.Optionally, if the magazine was full, hold the magazine box
in one hand with bullets facing away from you, and slide the round forward by pushing on the rim
of the case with the thumb of your other hand. Repeat until empty.Replace the empty magazine
box.With the bolt left 'open', the rifle is safe to handle. Where possible, the bolt should be left
open to identify to others that it is safe. However, should the bolt be required in the 'closed'
position then close the bolt, and if the rifle was cocked, fire the empty rifle in a safe direction
(with no rounds in the chamber and the magazine empty or removed).Takeaway:Be safe and
careful, and get to know your rifle system, and how to easily load and unload it. Unloading is very
important, as you may need to do this in the field. You need to know how to do so, confidently
and safely.Bolt manipulationThis is another simple but important task to get fast and repeatable.
Closing the action is easy, doing it with the right form is the key. You need to be able to run the
bolt smoothly, fast, and without breaking your position in the rifle. It's much harder to do than you
think.Before running the bolt, get into position with your head on the stock, focused on the target
through the scope, and then run the bolt without breaking position or looking at your hand. Run



the bolt smoothly and with authority - go as fast as you can while keeping the action smooth and
firm. Avoid slamming the bolt and upsetting your position, or doing the opposite and having to try
and force the bolt closed at the end of the cycle. It needs just the right amount of force to be
smooth.Ideally, you will be able to cycle the bolt fast enough to get in a second shot if you miss
the first time - whilst keep your eyes on the target. If this is fast and smooth, you will be able to
adjust the shot in the scope easily, as you will have your mind and body in the rifle, ready to go.
Don't be in such a rush you don't follow through the first shot however, it's a balance between
speed and good fundamentals.One of the benefits of a higher end rifle here, is that you can get
a "smooth as glass" action and bolt movement - this helps with this exercise but is not
critical.Manipulating the bolt smoothly, keeping your head on the stock, since looking through
the scope is key here. Take the shot, then after managing the recoil, immediately reload and get
on target without changing the point of aim in the process.Removing a boltDifferent
manufacturers have different ways to remove the bolt. Most have a button you depress to allow
the removal of the bolt, often in the trigger guard or on the side of the action.Here is an example
of one system:1. Point the firearm in a safe direction.2. Put the safety mechanism in the 'S'
position.3. Depress the bolt stop located at the left rear of the action.4. Rotate the handle up,
and slide the bolt out the back of the action.Reassembling1. Point the firearm in a safe
direction.2. Put the safety mechanism in the 'S' position, if not already.3. Depress the bolt stop
located at the left rear of the action.4. Align the locking lugs on the bolt with the bolt ways, on
each side of the center of the action and slide bolt forward.5. When the bolt is completely
forward, rotate the bolt handle down to lock the bolt into place. Remember - this action will
chamber a round when the magazine has a cartridge in it.Make sure the the bolt handle is at a
60-90 degree angle to the action, as it's possible to push the bolt in a completely wrong way and
then it can be very hard to get it out to fix!Takeaway:Practice running the bolt smoothly, fast, and
without breaking your position in the rifle.Clearing a malfunction/unloadingIt's good to be ready
to face any situation, and whilst most bolt guns are very reliable, you need to be ready to fix any
issue quickly and if you are hunting, preferably fast enough to get back on your target before the
opportunity is lost.Much like the rest of these exercises, it's about learning your rifle system, and
a little practice.If you get a failure to fire, to extract, or eject, then follow this quick process:First,
stop and clear all unfired rounds.This is usually easy with a magazine system, but internal
bottom metal will need a release button to be depressed, in order to drop the metal.With the bolt
open, remove the magazine or bottom metal and clear existing rounds from the rifle.Replace the
bottom metal and leave out any magazinesCycle the bolt two times back and forth to clear any
rounds, but don't touch the trigger.If you have any "failed" ammunition, carefully place that
aside.Leave the bolt open, assuming that cleared the issue, and replace the clip or place rounds
in the internal magazine.Run the bolt and continue firing.Unloading is more about safety, and
being familiar with the process.To unload, you first remove the chambered round and, if you want
to avoid picking up a loaded cartridge from the ground or if you want to save a spent cartridge,
you will catch the cartridge that is ejected when the bolt is pulled back. Place the fingers of your



non-bolt hand over the ejection port and pull the bolt back with your other hand. When pulled
back, the bolt action is meant to throw the cartridge out and away from the gun, but you can
catch the cartridge in your fingers and remove it.With the muzzle pointed in a safe direction,
cycle the bolt action once or twice to make sure no rounds are present in the gun. With the bolt
open, visually inspect the chamber, and stick your pinky finger into the chamber to make doubly
sure that no round is unintentionally still in the gun.Note: Remember to make a rifle safe before
getting in and out of vehicles, when hunting, moving from the bench, or leaving the range, and
this means removing all the rounds from your chamber.Takeaway:Unloading and clearing issues
is more about safety, and being familiar with the process. It's neither hard nor dangerous when
done carefully.Part TwoEquipment usage and setup - scopeOneSetting up a
scopeIntroductionThe scope is critical for long range shooting, and both mounting and using it,
is a key skill for success.The scope mount can be the weakest link in the accuracy chain of a
rifle, as a loose scope or poorly installed mounts will all throw off your shots, and if not detected,
can be a very frustrating situation. In addition, especially when traveling with a rifle, the scope
can get bumped out of alignment and that becomes a whole lot easier with poorly adjusted
mounts.Getting the scope mounted correctly in the rings and base is important (getting quality
mounts and rings is part of the precision mindset), and then installing and checking the whole
chain takes a little time, but should then mean you can have confidence in the rifle system going
forward.Improper scope mounting is a common contributor to poor rifle performance. Do it right
the first time and continue to check the setup after any travel or extended shooting
sessions.Sight pictureWe discussed getting the right sight picture when fitting the rifle system,
but here we repeat the topic for when you are just mounting and adjusting your scope.Eye
reliefWhen you are setting up your scope, you need to set the right amount of eye relief. For a
variable power scope it's usually between 2.5-4 inches between your dominant eye and the
scope.Start by getting your scope set up on the rings, but have them very loose so you can
move the scope back and forth. The initial placement should be around 3" from your eye.It helps
to have a partner here, as you can stay on position and they can move the scope in the rings
until you get a good sight image. You are looking for the spot in the scope where you get the best
field of view - this means seeing a "real sharp shadow" evenly all the way around the scope
ocular lens.Once you have this right, you can tighten up the scope mounts to fix the position.
Again, this is better done by a partner as this will keep the scope in the right spot, and can be
done while you are still in the rifle.Too much eye reliefWhen your eye is too close to the eyepiece
lens, or not centered, vignetting in the shape of a crescent shadow will appear, and shift around
the circumference of the scope. In the case of too much eye relief, your pupil's edge is the
source of the obstruction.It is very easy to have too much eye relief and you will likely need to
“fix” this each time you get down behind the scope even for a second or two.Not enough eye
reliefWhen your eye is too far away from the eyepiece lens, diffuse and uniform vignetting will
appear around the entire circumference of the scope. The further you pull your scope away from
your face, the worse this effect becomes and the more constricted your field of view.Correct eye



reliefWhen your eye is the correct distance from eyepiece lens, the scope rim will appear sharp
and you can see the entire field of view without any vignetting, shadowing, or
obstruction.Adjusting the eyepiece/diopterMost modern long-range scopes have diopter
adjustment rings that allow you to quickly adjust your scope's focal length to your eye. Some
scopes come with a threaded eyepiece that requires you to focus the reticle, and then lock the
scope into position, while others have a focus ring (at the base of the eye piece) that requires a
twist (often marked +/- or left/right twist) to bring the reticle image into crisp focus.The technique
for getting focus here, is to aim at a plain white background and quickly check if the view is in
focus (clean crisp) or not, and if not, adjust and repeat. When you are done, the reticle should be
in focus, you can now leave it alone unless you move the scope to another rifle or another
shooter needs to change it.Note: Don't watch the reticle while focusing, as the eyes adjust
quickly and could give a false setting in the end.You should set the eyepiece focus once, when
you first set the scope up and not touch it unless your eyesight changes.Takeaway:Before you
lock down the scope on the rifle, always ensure you have a clear sight picture setup.Mounting
the scopeMounting your scope on your rifle is an important job, with the key thing being aligning
the scope so that you have both a clear sight picture and a level system.The first step is to
acquire the correct components and tools, starting with the right scope base and rings.Mounting
rings come in different heights based on the size of your scope's objective lens, and are usually
denoted as low, medium or tall rings. Scope bases are important to long range shooters. As the
bullet drop to the target can require a canted rail (to allow for sufficient adjustments between the
scope and the mount), make sure you install a 20MOA rail if you are looking for the extra cant vs.
the adjustments in your scope. See the topics on this in volume one.In both cases, check with
your scope manufacturer for the correct height, size, and mounting options for your scope and
rifle receiver. Also, check the manufacturer specs for torque settings for the screws for both
bases and rings, as they will be different.Note: It's very important to torque the mounts down
correctly, since a loose or damaged mount will be a real problem later, so let's do it right the first
time.The aim will be to install the scope objective lens as low as possible on the rifle without it
touching the rifle barrel, so you need to get the right rings (low, medium or tall rings) that achieve
that goal.In contrast to the usual advice some long range shooters find that setting up the scope
height differently can help them in other ways, you need to choose for yourself what works. See
the export tip for an alternative thought on scope mounting.Expert tip: “I have come to the
conclusion that you actually want it as high as possible while maintaining a comfortable check
weld. I used to mount it as low as possible and found that raising the scope lowers the bore axis
more inline with your body, and that helps a lot with recoil management and spotting your own
impacts. And the best spotter is the person shooting so anything to help keep the sights on
target during the recoil cycle is very beneficial.” Kurt Laughton, Extreme Range Shooting and
BallisticsSuggested tools for mounting the scope, level, base and rings:The weaver or wheeler
scope mounting kit or a set of small levelsA gun cradle/vice or a padded bench viseA plumb
bobA torque screwdriver, allen wrench and hex driversLoctite Threadlocker Blue 242® (non-



permanent)Loctite Threadlocker Red 271® (permanent)A level bench or work areaThe
processStep One:Remove the bolt from the rifle and place it in a solid cradle of some sort,
ideally one that will not move around.Step Two:Degrease all the surfaces you will be mounting
with a degreasing agent. Be sure to follow the safety protocols associated with whatever
degreasing process you choose, including adequate ventilation. Remove any caps or screws
protecting the receiver mounting holes.Step Three:
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